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•  Released Smartwatch Security Research Paper at Black Hat 
•  DEF CON Demo Lab – SWATtack Smartwatch Attack Tool 
•  DEF CON Wall of Sheep – Remaining Covert in an Overt World 

•  Research is ongoing, expanding into other Smartwatches   

Research 1st released at Black Hat USA 2015 & DEF CON 23 



Smartwatch Security Research 
Results Recap 



Genesis behind Research  
•  Got a Samsung Gear 2 Neo bday gift, 

couldn’t help but hack it 

•  Apple Watch not released yet 

•  Did Enterprises understand risk of their 
data on these devices?  

•  Hadn’t seen any broad research 
about risks, threats, hacks, etc.  



Smartwatch Threat Vectors 

App 

Device 

Data 

Network 

Is the smartwatch secure enough to prevent 
a novice attacker from viewing data?  

Do the pairing apps exhibit 
suspicious behaviors? Data exfiltration 

Lost/Stolen – could a determined 
attacker break into the smartwatch 
and steal data? 

Could someone intercept data 
while it’s paired to the smartphone 

or spoof the smartphone?  

Hotspot 



Smartwatch Security Research - Background 
•  Smartwatches pair with your phone 

using a Pairing App 
•  PIN is proximity-based 
•  Notifications - Allows for notifications 

from apps to be sent to smartwatch 
•  Email – view and respond to emails 
•  SMS messages - view and respond to 

messages 
•  Apps - Apps can be loaded on 

smartphone that support smartwatches, 
thus allowing additional apps on 
smartwatch 



Smartwatch Misconceptions 
•  Smartwatches don’t always require a 

pairing app, it simply greatly 
enhances the experience  

•  Apple Watch - Other smartwatches can 
pair with the Apple iPhone, not just the 
Apple Watch  

•  Most pair over bluetooth, but a few 
can use WiFi 

•  Broad assortment of smartwatch 
Operating Systems – Watch OS, 
Android Wear, Tizen (Samsung), 
Nucleus, and many more!!! 



Smartwatch Security Research Lab 
Tested 4 Smartwatches  

Apple Watch, Samsung Gear 2 Neo, Moto 360, U8  

Samsung 
Tizen Apple  

watchOS U8 Nucleus 
Android Wear 

(Moto 360) 
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Moto 360 
•  Runs Android Wear 
•  No PIN protection on the one we purchased 
•  But there is an Android Wear update (5.1.1) 

that adds (optional) PIN protection  
•  No device encryption 
•  Debugging challenging as no direct connect 

microUSB 
•  Can debug over bluetooth (through smartphone)  
•  Can also debug with Hardware Hack to access 

Android Debug Bridge => YouTube Videos 
•  Note that Android Wear does a key exchange to 

debug… 
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U8 
•  Made in China 
•  Bought on Ebay 
•  Simulate a user buying a random smartwatch off 

Ebay 
•  Runs an embedded OS - Nucleus 
•  Pairs with Android and iOS 
•  No PIN protection on the one we purchased 
•  User manual guides user to random URL to 

download App outside of Google Play 
•  Pairing App found to have a backchannel 

communication back to China to random IP 



Samsung Gear 2 Neo 

•  Runs Tizen, not Android Wear 
•  Pairs with Android devices 
•  Can sync with PC or Mac with Kies – common Samsung 

media backup software 
•  Like iTunes, requires a PIN to be entered (if one exist on 

the smartwatch) to allow sync 
•  Offers a developer mode on Gear to allow developer 

design access, but commonly used by users for customizing 
and rooting their smartwatch 



Samsung Gear 2 Neo 

•  Simulated a lost device with PIN protection to determine 
if an attacker could access the data on the smartwatch 

•  Found vulnerability in Samsung Smartwatch (Samsung 
Gear 2 Neo) – PIN bypass vulnerability 

•  Worked with Samsung through responsible disclosure 

•  Samsung promptly issued a patch (Huge thanks to 
Samsung for remaining highly engaged with us)  



Samsung Gear 2 Neo 
Details: 
 
•  PIN protected watch face, but not USB CLI access 

•  “sdb” (similar to ADB – Android Debug Bridge) allowed 
CLI access, with no password to user’s media directory 

•  Also allowed access to system directories including 
system logs and password file 

•  Worked with Samsung through responsible disclosure. 
Samsung promptly issued a patch (Huge thanks to 
Samsung for remaining highly engaged with us)  
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Ingredients  
 
•  Samsung Kies (mostly for 

smartwatch drivers) 
•  Tizen SDK 
•  Windows (Mac OS X Tizen SDK 

unstable) 
•  USB cable 
•  Python 
•  My tool SWATtack 
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Wrote SWATtack – Smartwatch attack tool 

•  SWATtack - written in Python 

•  Identify vulnerabilities in smartwatches 

•  Can also be repurposed for forensic acquisition 

•  E.g. Bypass PIN protection and copy data from smartwatch 
(Samsung Gear 2 Neo) 
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Demo!  
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SWATtack 



Apple Watch 

•  Runs WatchOS (WatchOS 2)  
•  All Apps can send notifications from iPhone 

to Watch 
•  Apps which add WatchKit extension can 

display App on device (not all Apps) 
•  Setup prompts for PIN 
•  Includes data protection type encryption 
•  For details on the Apple Watch security specs 

checkout the Apple Security Guide:  
•  https://www.apple.com/business/docs/

iOS_Security_Guide.pdf 
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Wide variance of Smartwatch Security RISKS!!! 

User 

Device 

Admin 

Network 

Huge lack of encryption across most 
smartwatches test (except Apple Watch), 
commonly relay on app developers to add 
encryption 

Only some have PIN/Passcode protection 
options 

PIN is proximity-based not time-
based (loses pairing with 
smartphone locks, or removed from 
wrist it locks) 

Most pairing Apps were 
innocuous, but the Chinese 
smartwatch tests had some 
suspicious behaviors (e.g. back 
channel communication with 
unknown IPs)  

PIN is not required, and most did not 
prompt to enter a PIN (exception was Apple 
Watch which prompts user during setup) 

Found vulnerabilities in 
Samsung Smartwatch 
(Samsung issued patch) 



MobileIron.com Smartwatch Research Results 



Best practices guidance  
When pairing a smartwatch to a smartphone, is all of the corporate 
data synced? 
 
•  While although you can get notifications on the device, unless the 

App (or Container) allows viewing the data on the device, the data 
itself is limited to the smartphone (or tablet where applicable) 

•  iOS apps require the WatchKit extension 
•  Android/Tizen require a container policy to allow it (default 

blocked) 



Best practices guidance  

Can can I remove corporate data from the Smartwatch? 

•  For iOS Managed Apps (Apps distributed by EMM/MDM), when a 
device is retired or quarantined, these managed Apps are removed from 
both the iPhone “and” the Apple Watch – thus removing corporate 
data (and profiles) from the Apple Watch 



Best practices guidance  
•  If I’m an admin, can I detect smartphones that have a paired 

smartwatch? 

•  Sort of… 

•  There is an API that allows EMM to detect specifically an Apple 
Watch paired with an iPhone 

•  More broadly, you can identify pairing Apps from the EMM App 
inventory 



Best practices guidance  

•  Educate your users, and update your documented security policies 

•  Encourage users to set a PIN, reminding them that they will be 
protecting their personal data as well. This won’t require them 
to enter the PIN every 15 mins, only when the device is 
unpaired, lost/stolen, or removed from their wrist 

•  PIN also protects Apple Pay on the Apple Watch  



MobileIron.com Research Paper Download 

https://www.mobileiron.com/en/whitepaper/
smartwatches-wearables-and-mobile-enterprise-
security 
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Great, where can I download SWATtack??? 

•  February 26, 2106 from one of two sites: 

•  Python-Forensics.org (My friend Chet Hosmer)  

•  Spy-Hunter.com (my personal research site) 

•  MobileIron.com – Detailed Research Paper  



Mike Raggo 
@MikeRaggo  
@DataHiding  




